Structural insights into the EthR–DNA interaction using native mass spectrometry†
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EthR is a transcriptional repressor that increases Mycobacterium tuberculosis resistance to ethionamide. In this study, the EthR–DNA interaction has been investigated by native electrospray–ionization mass spectrometry for the first time. The results show that up to six subunits of EthR are able to bind to its operator.

Tuberculosis (TB) is a contagious disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtbc) that exerts an enormous burden on human health and wellbeing worldwide. The World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated that in 2014, TB killed 1.5 million people, while another 9.6 million people were infected.1 Progress against TB has been challenged by the rise of multidrug resistant (MDR) and extensively drug resistant (XDR) Mtbc strains. 3.3% of new TB has been challenged by the rise of multidrug resistant (MDR) and extensively drug resistant (XDR) Mtbc strains. 3.3% of new cases and 20% of previously treated cases have MDR-TB, and of those, an estimated 9.7% are XDR-TB.1

Ethionamide is a second-line drug used for the treatment of MDR-TB. Mechanistically, ethionamide is a prodrug that is activated in vivo by EthA, a flavin-containing monoxygenase enzyme in Mtbc, to form an ethionamide-NAD adduct.2 This adduct inhibits the 2-trans-enoyl reductase enzyme InhA, which in turn leads to the inhibition of the Mtbc type II fatty acid synthase system (FAS II).3 However, the potency of ethionamide is reduced by EthR, which is a transcriptional repressor of ethA expression.4 This suggests that inhibitors of EthR activity could function as ethionamide boosters,5 allowing for lower dosages of the drug to be used.

EthR belongs to the TetR/CamR repressor protein family, whose members show high sequence homology between their N-terminal DNA-binding domains, and is expected to bind to the DNA major groove via its helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif.6 Using DNase footprinting assays, Baulard and co-workers showed that EthR recognizes a 55 bp operator sequence within the ethA-R intergenic region.7 Subsequent surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis suggested that up to eight units of EthR could bind cooperatively to a 62 bp sequence (DNA62) encompassing the operator site (Fig. S1, ESI†).4 There are numerous X-ray crystal structures of the EthR dimer in complex with various small-molecule ligands,7,8 but the structure of the EthR–DNA complex has not yet been solved.

Native electrospray ionization-mass spectroscopy (ESI-MS) is an ideal technique for the study of the interactions and stoichiometries of macromolecular complexes.9,10 A large body of work has established that the native structure and composition of biomolecular complexes can be adequately maintained as solution species are transferred into the gas phase during the electrospray process. However, compared to the application of ESI-MS for multi-protein complexes, fewer studies on protein–DNA complexes have been reported.11–14 Analysis of protein–DNA complexes containing large DNA sequences using positive-ion native MS has been complicated by the heterogeneity of cation adduction as solution species are transferred into the gas phase during the electrospray process. However, compared to the application of ESI-MS for multi-protein complexes, fewer studies on protein–DNA complexes have been reported.11–14

In this work, native MS was used to provide structural insights into the EthR–DNA interaction. Our results indicate that up to six subunits of EthR are able to bind to its operator.

Mass spectra of histidine-tagged EthR or EthR–DNA complexes were obtained by nano-electrospray ionization (nESI) from a hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight (qTOF) SYNAPT HDMS (Waters) instrument. The native MS spectrum of EthR alone confirmed the dimeric nature of EthR in solution, with the charge state distribution being centered around the 13+ state (Fig. 1a). The observed mass of dimeric EthR (50 475 ± 97 Da) was consistent with the theoretical mass of the dimer of the construct (50 456 Da). A small amount of monomeric EthR was also observed, at about 5% of the total protein content.

The native mass spectrum of DNA62 alone showed that while DNA62 existed primarily in its expected duplex state centered around the 10+ charge state, a fraction of the DNA was single-stranded (DNA52+62), which could be due to an excess of one of the two complementary oligonucleotides (Fig. 1b). DNA m/z signals
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were generally broad, which could be a result of the large amount of cations that must be adducted to the polyanionic DNA in order for the nucleic acids to be detected in positive-ion mode.\(^{15}\)

Optimization experiments were carried out to investigate the effect of parameters on EthR–DNA formation, including \(\text{NH}_4\text{OAc}\) concentration (Fig. S2, ESI†), \(\text{Mg}^{2+}\) ion concentration (Fig. S3, ESI†), incubation time (Fig. S4, ESI†), and buffer exchange conditions (Fig. S5 and S6, ESI†). Under the optimized conditions, EthR (20 \(\mu\text{M}\)) and DNA37 (2.5 \(\mu\text{M}\)) were mixed together in an 8:1 ratio and subjected to nESI-MS. Surprisingly, instead of the expected EthR4–DNA37 complex, only the EthR6–DNA37 complex (192 473 ± 44 Da), centered around the 24+ state, and the EthR5–DNA37 complex (140 604 ± 23 Da), centered around the 22+ state, were detected (Fig. 1c). The observed masses are about 1% higher than the theoretical masses of 189 555 and 139 099 Da for the EthR4–DNA37 and EthR5–DNA37 species, respectively, which can be attributed to the adduction of weakly-bound molecules or ions. The EthR6–DNA37 and EthR5–DNA37 complexes are presumably formed by the assembly of three or two EthR dimers, respectively, onto the DNA. In contrast, no protein–DNA complexes were observed by native MS when EthR was mixed with a random 55 bp sequence (DNA55) in a 8:1 or 12:1 ratio (Fig. S7, ESI†), indicating that the complexes formed between EthR with its operator DNA55 were specific.

The proportion of EthR and DNA36 was varied in order to investigate whether alternative protein–DNA complexes could be formed at different protein to DNA ratios. At a 6:1 or 7:1 ratio of EthR to DNA36, the EthR7–DNA36 and EthR8–DNA36 complexes were detected as the major and minor species, respectively, and some free DNA could also be observed (Fig. S8a and b, ESI†). The relative intensity of free DNA36 in the native mass spectra was much higher than expected for a slight excess of DNA over protein, which could be due to the greater ionization efficiency of DNA compared to the protein–DNA complex, as has been previously reported.\(^{11}\) As the proportion of EthR was increased to 8:1, the EthR8–DNA36 complex became the predominant protein–DNA species, and only free protein could be detected (Fig. S8c, ESI†). Even at a 12:1 ratio of EthR to DNA36, the EthR12–DNA36 complex was the largest species detected and no evidence of non-specific binding giving rise to higher oligomeric entities could be observed (Fig. S8d, ESI†).

A small amount of the EthR5–DNA62 complex was also sometimes observed (Fig. S9, ESI†), which could presumably be formed from the association of a monomeric EthR subunit with a EthR5–DNA62 complex. However, the relatively low abundance of the EthR5–DNA62 complex and the EthR3–DNA37 complex (see below) compared to complexes containing an even number of EthR subunits suggests that their biological relevance may be relatively minor. An alternative interpretation is that these odd-numbered species may represent transient intermediates during protein–DNA complex formation.

The stoichiometric heterogeneity of the protein–DNA species observed by native MS could possibly account for the difficulties in obtaining an X-ray crystal structure of the EthR–DNA complex thus far. A longer 106 bp DNA sequence (DNA106) encompassing the entire ethA-R intergenic region also gave rise to EthR8–DNA106 and EthR6–DNA62 complexes when incubated with EthR (Fig. S10, ESI†), however the quality of the native mass spectra was reduced.

Next, EthR was incubated separately with the DNA duplexes DNA37 and DNA16 (Fig. S1, ESI†), and native mass spectra of the resulting complexes were recorded. In the SPR experiments reported previously,\(^{12}\) each DNA37 duplex bound to an average of 4.5 EthR molecules, whereas with DNA36, protein–DNA binding was greatly decreased. In native MS, a mixture of EthR (15 \(\mu\text{M}\)) and DNA37 (2.5 \(\mu\text{M}\)) produced mostly the EthR4–DNA37 complex, centered around the 19+ charge state, along with some of the EthR5–DNA37 complex and a small amount of the EthR3–DNA37 complex (Fig. 2a). With DNA36, mainly EthR2–DNA36 complexes
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were formed, along with a small amount of the EthR\textsubscript{4}–DNA\textsubscript{16} complex (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, significant quantities of both unbound protein and DNA were observed, which is consistent with the greatly diminished binding capacity of EthR to DNA\textsubscript{62}.

To further investigate the EthR–DNA interaction, DNA\textsubscript{62} was split into two half-sites, the left-hand site (DNA\textsubscript{L31}) and the right-hand site (DNA\textsubscript{R31}) (Fig. S1, ESI†). Each site contained one copy of an imperfect direct repeat that was thought to be responsible for the EthR–DNA binding interaction.\textsuperscript{4} When EthR (15 \textmu M) was incubated with DNA\textsubscript{L31} (2.5 \textmu M), only EthR\textsubscript{2}–DNA\textsubscript{L31} complexes were formed (Fig. 3a). On the other hand, mainly EthR\textsubscript{2}–DNA\textsubscript{R31} complexes were observed with DNA\textsubscript{R31}, along with a small amount of EthR\textsubscript{3}–DNA\textsubscript{R31} and EthR\textsubscript{4}–DNA\textsubscript{R31} species (Fig. 3b). As before, the significant quantities of both unbound protein and DNA that are observed suggests that the interactions between EthR and the individual half-sites are relatively weak.

Intriguingly, when EthR was incubated with both DNA\textsubscript{L31} and DNA\textsubscript{R31} at the same time, a small amount of higher-order species could be detected that could be putatively assigned as the EthR\textsubscript{6}–DNA\textsubscript{L31}–DNA\textsubscript{R31} complex (189 872 \pm 23 Da) (Fig. 3c). This complex could be formed from the association of the EthR\textsubscript{2}–DNA\textsubscript{L31} complex with the EthR\textsubscript{4}–DNA\textsubscript{R31} complex in solution. This interaction appears to be asymmetric, as homodimeric (EthR\textsubscript{2}–DNA\textsubscript{R31})\textsubscript{2} or (EthR\textsubscript{2}–DNA\textsubscript{R31})\textsubscript{2} species were not detected when EthR was treated with DNA\textsubscript{L31} or DNA\textsubscript{R31} separately. Additionally, DNA\textsubscript{L31} and DNA\textsubscript{R31} do not directly associate with each other in the absence of EthR (Fig. S11, ESI†), indicating that some kind of communication must exist between EthR and the DNA in order to form the putative EthR\textsubscript{6}–DNA\textsubscript{L31}–DNA\textsubscript{R31} complex.

The EthR–DNA interaction was also investigated using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). EthR was titrated into DNA\textsubscript{62}, generating a complex, non-sigmoidal binding isotherm (Fig. S12, ESI†) that was analyzed using AFFINImeter software (S4SD). A stoichiometric equilibrium binding model was designed that assumed the stepwise formation of the EthR\textsubscript{6}–DNA complex from free EthR dimers and DNA\textsubscript{62}, proceeding through EthR\textsubscript{2}–DNA and EthR\textsubscript{4}–DNA intermediates (i.e., EthR\textsubscript{2} + DNA\textsubscript{62} ⇄ EthR\textsubscript{2}–DNA\textsubscript{62} ⇄ EthR\textsubscript{4}–DNA\textsubscript{62} ⇄ EthR\textsubscript{6}–DNA\textsubscript{62}). Fitting of the data to this model revealed a stoichiometry of 2.9 \pm 0.1 EthR dimers per duplex of DNA\textsubscript{62}, which is consistent with the native MS data. The binding affinities of the first and second dimers to DNA\textsubscript{62} were identical within experimental error (K\textsubscript{D(1)} = 3.8 \pm 0.8 \textmu M, K\textsubscript{D(3)} = 3.6 \pm 0.6 \textmu M). The third EthR dimer binds to DNA\textsubscript{62} with weaker affinity (K\textsubscript{D(3)} = 10 \pm 3 \textmu M). The EthR–DNA\textsubscript{62} binding affinities derived from ITC in this work are about an order of magnitude weaker than those previously determined by SPR for the EthR–DNA\textsubscript{10} interaction (average K\textsubscript{D} = 146 nM).\textsuperscript{4}

The calculated thermodynamic parameters indicate that the binding of the first EthR dimer to DNA is entropically favorable (ΔTAS = +12.1 \pm 0.4 kcal mol\textsuperscript{–1}) but enthalpically unfavorable (ΔH = +4.7 \pm 0.4 kcal mol\textsuperscript{–1}) (Fig. 4). The favorable increase in entropy may be due to the release of counterions or solvent molecules that were associated with the DNA.\textsuperscript{16} However, the enthalpic penalty of binding stands in contrast to that observed for most major groove-binding proteins.\textsuperscript{17} This suggests that significant structural rearrangement takes place in EthR and/or the DNA to accommodate binding of the first EthR dimer. Similar to what has been observed with QacR\textsuperscript{18} which binds to DNA as a dimer of dimers, this structural rearrangement could then present the DNA in a conformation that readily accepts the second dimer, thus accounting for the positive cooperativity of the EthR–DNA interaction. Indeed, binding of the second EthR dimer is driven almost entirely by enthalpy (ΔH = −6.2 \pm 0.6 kcal mol\textsuperscript{–1}) with only a minor entropic component (ΔTAS = −1.3 \pm 0.6 kcal mol\textsuperscript{–1}). The third dimer binds via a combination of favorable enthalpic (ΔH = −2.1 \pm 0.6 kcal mol\textsuperscript{–1}) and entropic (ΔTAS = −4.7 \pm 0.6 kcal mol\textsuperscript{–1}) terms.

The discrepancy in the stoichiometry of the EthR–DNA complex as determined by native MS and ITC versus the
previous SPR analysis\textsuperscript{4} may be a consequence of the correction that was applied to the SPR data. In that experiment, a correction factor of 0.73 was applied to the response of DNA, reflecting the different molar refractive indices of DNA versus proteins.\textsuperscript{19} However, more recent work has shown that proteins and nucleic acids behave similarly in SPR, and so there may have been no need for this correction factor.\textsuperscript{20} When this is taken into account, the previous SPR data instead suggest that each DNA\textsubscript{62} duplex binds to 6.3 EthR molecules, while each DNA\textsubscript{37} duplex binds to 3.3 EthR molecules, both numbers being consistent with the present work.

In conclusion, structural insights into the interaction between EthR and its operator have been obtained by native MS. While EthR was observed to exist as a dimer in solution as expected, the interaction of EthR with the full-length operator produced EthR\textsubscript{6}–DNA and EthR\textsubscript{4}–DNA complexes. The stoichiometry of the EthR–DNA complex was confirmed by ITC, which also revealed thermodynamic parameters that were consistent with a cooperative mode of binding. This study also highlights the capability of native MS to provide structural information on macromolecular assemblies, including where heterogeneous mixtures of complexes exist that are intractable to crystallization. Experiments are being conducted to provide structural-level detail of the EthR–DNA complex and to elucidate the precise mechanism of the EthR–DNA interaction.
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